
Keep your eyes on the prize 
Hold on! 

<W 

VYO~EN: If someone close to you needed an abortion. she'd get one. 
Rich women can get safe abortions. It's poor women who suffer. 
TRUDEAU: So? . 

Trudeau's homecqming press conference, in Vancouver May 29, was 
an opportunity for women here to confront the federal government 
which had refused to listen to women from across Canada in Ottawa 
May 9. 

The women dominated the press conference. The confrontation was 
an education in itself. Trudeau's arrogance was exposed, he continued 
to refuse to promise anything more than "yes, my ministers will look 
into it ... But I have no feeling that the taw will be changed." The only 
argument given for not changing the law was that the law was changed 
once already. The fact that the change had had no effect in practice was 
ignored. 

This "dialogue" should be fair warning to the government that the 
women of Canada are not prepared to be ignored. We will be heard. 

"FREE ABORTION ON DEMAND" 

Parliament Forced To Listen 
By ~WEN HAUSER 

After travelling for 11 days across Canada, picking 
up women from all across the country, we finally 
arrived in Ottawa. Meeting with our sisters in a 
shopping centre we proceeded to cavalcade through 
the town. The response we got was overwhelming. 
People lined up outside their houses and ·on the 
streets, giving us V's, fists and waves and shouting 
encouragement for our venture. 

Next day at 1 :30, after an open rally outside 
parliament, we held an open meeting in the Railway 
~oom of the Parliament Buildings to present a brief 
to Trudeau, Munro and Turner. None of the 
government officials were there. Trudeau was on the 
eve of his mid·Pacific tour, Munro was at a World 
Health . Conference in Geneva (where, however, he 
was met by 50 Austrian women reminding him of the 
health of women in Canada) and Turner was out 
playing tennis. The only MP's who were there were 
Grace Mcinnis, David Lewis and Lorne Nystrom (all 
NDPers) plus the ConselVative butterfly Gerald 
Baldwin complete in mustard jacket and flashy tie. 

Judy D'Arcy of Toronto Women's Liberation read 
a brief and Grace Mcinnis addressed the house. The 
best she could say was that she was "solidly behind" 
us but that she did not believe abortion would be 
removed from the Crim inal Code unless we got 
petitions from all across Canada and presented them 
to the government. This, she said, would take two 
years. Women jumped up to their feet and immediate 
cries of "That's too late" and "We can't wait;' greeted 
this last luke·warm proposal. 

Doris Powers capped off the afternoon, speaking 
of her experience as a welfare mother, who upon 
seeking an abortioo was generously granted a 
sterilization. ''We .the poor of Canada are dirt shoved 
under the rug of a vicious economy-" and "I am not 
a young woman. I'm not one of the women who sang 
on the way up here, because I don't have a 
goddamned thing to sing about." This was the high 
point of the afternoon and after some more talking 
and more speeches we decided to march to Trudeau's 
house in order to present him with the coffin. 
Trudeau, of course, was not there and after pushing 
past the pigs at the gate and being stopped by the 
ones around the house, we decided to wait on the 
lawn and tried to get a government official from the 
house. None appeared (except for a gum·chewing, 

pink·cheeked Gordon Gibson, oozing with grease and 
phony concern). So after about an hour of ar{IJing 
with the pigs and various exchanges back and forth, 
we decided to take the coffin to the house, This we 
did, with a heavy police escort, and placed the tools 
of a hack abortionist on top of the coffin. 

On Monday, we went into the last phase of our 
action - direct confrontation of the government in 
parliament. Thirty·six of us got into the galleries, and 
chaining ourselves to the chairs proceeded to disrupt 
parliament. At first we were not taken seriously, but, 
as more and more women got up to speak, and the 
guards were unable to stop us, the MP's became 
increasingly disturbed. Shouting cries of "Who·res!" 
"Slutsl" and other goodies from a male chauvinist 
repertoire, some of them rushed up into the galleries 
and the speaker was finally forced to adjourn 
parliament. 

Outside a support demonstration was going on and 
when our sisters came out of parliament smiling and 
walking arm·in·arm we knew that the action had been 
successful and the first in·road on parliament was 
made. 

However, we believe that despite Turner's 
prediction - two years of red tape without any 
action - our action in Ottawa was successful. 
Although the government officials weren't there, the 
'NOmen of Canada have finally been heard - at least 
by the people of the country - and the first 

declaration of war has been made with the first 
exposure of Parliament. The form that this 
declaration of war will take is actions in hospitals all 
across Canada to force the officials to be respon~ible 
t~ the women they supposedly serve. We will not be 
stopped by red tape or other measures of diversion. 
All power to the people! Women·power to the 
women·people! 

on the caravan: 

How We Differ 
one view By MARY TREW 

The Abortion Caravan was the first nation·wide 
action taken by Women's Liberation groups in 
Canada and marked a great step forward in the 
development of our struggle for human dignity. For 
those women directly involved, it was an action that 
was at once physically gruelling, emotionally 
exhausting, and politically educational. It is difficult 
to describe the enormous inspiration which sprung 
out of almost everyone of the public meetings and 
rallies held across the country ~ the strength which 
came from the knowledge that so many Canadian 
women, from all sorts of backgrounds, identified with 
that action and with the women's liberation 
movement as a whole. continued on page 8 

Rent;a-Car workers fight for contract, equal pay 

STRIKE ESCALA TES 
On r..10nday, June 1, picketing at the Vancouver 
Ai rport was extended. The machinists announced 
they wou ld respect the lines. As we go to press, the 
companies have obtained an injunction against the 
strikers. 

After four months of strike, with no indication 
that the companies are prepared to bargain in good 
faith, the fifty·five employees of Hertz, Tilden and 
Avis rent·a·car companies are escalating their strike 
action. 

These huge national and international corporations 
have been functioning under government protection 

at the Vancouver airport. The Department of 
Transport and the airport management have 
prevented the strikers from effectively picketing 
there. 

Thousands of women workers wil l find themselves 
in this situation as we try to organize to collectively 
defend our rights. These few workers are fighting for 
a union agreement, decent wages and equal pay for 
equal work for women. Their fight is our fight. If you 
can, join the picket lines, particularly at the 
downtown locations of Hertz, Tilden and Avis. 
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In 1935, Canada was still very much in the midst 

of the Depression. In B.C. there were several major 
strikes: The Corbin Mine Strike, the Relief Camp 
Worker's Strike, and the Longshoremen's Strike. 
The demands of the workers (one of which was only 

. the recognition of their union) were received with 
intolerance and violent repression by the police. In 
all of these strikes, the workers were crushed in 
bloody battles. Women played a role ih all of these 
strikes, but their, militancy varied in each one. 
Generally, they did not break out of their 
traditional roles and take a leading part in the 
struggles. They were encouraged to form Ladies 
Auxitiaries in association with the unions to 

support the men. These auxi liaries often held 
socials, teas, and rummage sales to ra ise money since 
strike funds were grossly inadequate. 

The women did. however, support the men often 
by militant actions. They took part in many of the 
picket lines. I n the Longshoremen's Strike the 
women were on the lines daily. In the Corbin Mine 
Strike many women and children were injured as a 
result. They had been put in the front of the picket 
line strung on a bridge which was the only direct 
access to the mine because they would not be 
attacked, whereas the men would be. The injuries 
resulted when the scabs, with police alongside and 
behind, were led by a tractor with a snow plow 
shovel moving up and down, proceeded on the 
bridge to break through the line of women, children 
and strikers. 

Women were active throughout the depression in 
helping and supporting the unemployed. They 
occupied many relief offices to support their 
demands for mo[e relief. In the Relief Camp Strike 
of 1935 the men were fighting for better conditions 
in the camps, regular wages (they were being paid 
20 cents a day). their vote (they had been 

Women in History 

Apologies for fbe lefun - so 
olle-sidedly frielldly. People IIl!\1e~ 

write liS anythillg nasty - thry just 
phone. From now Oil. please wrife .. 

Mothers: Spare your daughters 
this story: March now 

Pregnant - and unmarried. 
The race to the drugstore for 
quinine tablets (they don't 
help), the dreary round of 
talking to doctors who won't 
help, the search for an 
abortionist in a larger town, 
talking to taxi drivers, to female 
quacks who use knitting needles, 
and finally a doctor recommends 
a naturopath. The visit to his 
house, his fee of $350, and the 
set appointment: he offers to 
sleep with you first being no 
saint, you refuse!, the operation 
begins, the intolerable pain, hi~ 
nurse helper, the packing, and 
finally flushing the fetus down 
the toilet. The doctor driving 
you home, but dropping you off 
a few blocks from your house, 
and then your silent vigil to 
make sure you are all right from 
the operation. 

Abortion, legalized abortion. 
is just 5000 years overdue. If it 
were men that had babies, it 
would have been recommended 
centuries ago. As war is their 
prob lem, so the unwanted 
pregnancy is woman's problem. 

Merch now, mothers, before 
this story becomes your 
daughter's story .. 

Solange Cartier 

Women ill the Thirties 

. 4lfJ.UT THIS ISSUE ... 

Please find enclosed a copy of 
letter we as a local have sent to 
the Prime Minister. We wish you 
every success in your endeavors 
and regret we won't be able to 
participate in your 
demonstration May 10th, 1970. 

With best wishes, 
Yours fraternally, 

Frank B. Garden, Secretary 
Powell River local No. 76 

International Brotherhood of Pulp, 
Sulphite & Paper Mill Workers 

To Trudeau 

Dear sir: 
Our membership wish to 

convey to you that we heartily 
endorse the efforts of the 
Vancouver Women's Caucus to 
have the present Federal laws 
governing abortion repealed. 

Hoping you deal with this 
matter as soon as possible 

I remain, 
Yours very truly, 

Frank B. Garden, Secretary 

Dear Mr. Prime Minister, 
On behalf of this Local 

Union, membership of five 
thousand, kindly accept this 
letter as expressing full support 
to the Women's Caucus in their 
effort to have the Federal 
abortion laws repealed. 

Yours very truly, 
International Woodworkers 

local '·85 (Port Alberni) 
M,J. Corbell, Financial Secretary 

ntE ABORTION CARAVAN to Ottawa was the 
tint really Canada·wide action of the women's 
liberation movement. See tim centre-spread (page 
6 & 7) for a report back from Vancouver En's Caucus members who were there. 

IN US ... This isSue begins a number of nei. 
uUy regular, features: letters to the edna.: 

2), Women at work 'page 8). AeviewJ, 
news, views .... 

1=~:Ai,t 
r support ., 

Two groups are forming in Vancouver who are 
lnterested in setting up day ~ care centres. One 
group, working out of UBC, is attempting to 

ovide an environment more adequate to the 
needs of children than is usually found. 
Co·operative care in which both parents, the man 
and the woman, are actively involved, an attempt 
to break down the traditional sexual and social 
roles, to provide a learning experience rather 
than a competitive experience etc. are some of 
the ideas which will be incorporated in the day 

A second group hopes to involve various civic 
and political groups in pressuring government 
and industry to provide adequate day care 
facilities for all children. 

For further information: on the first group, 
phone Monica at 224-3014 or Anna at 733·6507; 
on the second group. phone Anna at 733·6507. 

disenfranchized), and recognition of their union. 
The women in Vancouver held an illegal tag day to 
raise funds for support of the strikers since the city 
refused to grant them relief. As well, they had a 
march of 2000 women calling for the abolition of 
the camps. This march led to the Arena where a 
support meeting of 16,000 people was held. On 
Mother's Day, the women decided not to celebrate 
it as such , but to have a weekend of support events 
for the strikers. A delegation of over a hundred 
women occupied Vancouver Mayor McGeer's office 
in demand of relief for the men and the abolition of 
the camps. As a result of this delegation the pressure 
on the authorities to do something about the 
situation was intense because the women 
'represented the best citizenship in the country', 
When this Mayor was asked to speak at a major 
church in Vancouver, his hypocrisy so angered the 
women that they planned a demonstration in the 
Church. They led a walk· out of hundreds out of the 
church and a demonstration of over a thousand was 
held outside. 

Although the above actions were strong and 
m ilitant, one of the women's own causes was lost as 
a result. Shortly before the R.C.w. Strike, the 
women had planned a campaign for maternity 
insurance and birth control clinics where free birth 
control information and birth control would be 
given out. This campaign did not get off the ground 
except for some educationals on birth control. This 
is just another example of women's struggles which 
throughout history have been adjustecj to the 
struggles of others around them. But the time has 
now come that women must realize the importance 
of organizing around the issues which directly "ffect 
their own lives. They can give their support to other 
issues but they must not let these take priority over 
their own. ·-BARBARA HICKS 

". the dates of the Women's Caucus Conference on 
Strategy. The place and final agenda will be 
agreed_ on at the next general meeting on June 
11. 

Why the conference? Women's Caucus has 
been active in a wide variety of areas over the 
past year. We've talked: to students in high 
schools and universities, to women's groups, to 
NDP groups, to unions, over the radio and on 
T.V. Women have begun work on day care. Three 
demonstrations (at the B.C. Civil Service 
Commission. at the Engineers' Club and Canada 
Manpower, and at the Post Office) to protest job 
inequalities were organized, and a -.vorking 
women's group has begun. We protested the lack 
of protection given women by the B.C. Human 
Rights Bill and Janiel Jolley was a Women's 
Caucus protest candidate to challenge the 
objectification of women in the Miss Canadian 
University Contest. The Western Regional 
Conference, organized by Women's Caucus last 
fall, brought together women from Western 
Canada and the US. Publication of the Pedestal 
began last fall, right after we picketed Trudeau. 
And of course the Abortion Information SeIVice 
and the campaign to abolish abortion laws have 
been our biggest efforts so far. 

Women who have been active in all of these 
have felt that a conference for summing up and 
evaluation of this work was necessary, The 
conference will serve both for the exchange of 
ideas and experiences in Women's liberation as a 
whole and as a means of. setting forth a strategy 
on how to pursue the various issues on a practical 
level. We need to decide how best to co ·ordinate 
the various campaigns - such as abortion, day 
care and job issues - and how best to organize 
women around tHese central issues. 

All women involved in women's liberation in 
B.C. and elsewhere are invited to come, write 
papers - participate in the conference, and in 
pre·conference discussions. (We don't know the 
details yet, but facilities for children will be 
available.) 



~@m~oo~OOJ g ~ g characteristics which made them difficult to organize 
or not willing to fight for their rights, Instead of o 0 0 ;,~~%s:~n1~n~he~~epla~;,~~1 ths~~u~:n on7;i~~div~;:a~ 
reactions they had experienced, 

"We make fine statements on the issue rNery few "Our girls nrNer come out to meetings," or "our 
years, but we are not dealing with the needs of girls don't want equal pay because they are afraid of 
women workers on a day-tcrday basis," said o~e losing their jobs," or "I nrNer hear any complaints 
delegate to the Canadian Labor Congress In from our girls," 
Edmonton, Therefore they could agree with ou r position on 

And that sums up the impressions of Edmonton equal pay for equal work or day care centres and not 
Women's Liberation members who attempted to see the implications it meant for them as members of 
bring women's rights to the attention of the 1500 the trade union movement, If they understood the 
delegates, which included only 70 women, who total oppression of women, they wou ld have 
attended, understood the necessity of actively organizing 

The Canadian Labor Congress represents 1,650,000 women and making that a priority, 
workers from 123 unions affiliated to the CLC. And to conclude the initial attack: "Labor has 
(HowrNer, it can hardly be considered a cross-section been guilty of allowing management to use women 
of Canadian working people, as about one-third of workers against men workers and it cannot be 
the delegates are paid functionaries of the trade allowed to continue." 
unions themselves, rather than working a regular job.) Women's second class position in society enables 

Of the 461 resolutions submitted by union locals, management to use women as cheap labor. Besides 
five (incidentally, the last five) dealt with being taught that her proper role is as wife and 
discrimination against women. mother, she is almost forced into that role for in 

In 1968, the CLC advocated abortion on request order to have a decent standard of living it is 
and this was re·affirmed. The convention also passed necessary to "catch" a man to support her . 
a resolution urging that equal pay for equal work and Denied access to most jobs, women are forced to 
maternity leave and, where necessary, day care take any job they can get. They may become scabs. 
centres should be included in contract demands. They take wages that undercut the wages of men. 
Up service only They are will ing to accept work conditions men 

However, whi le we were leafleting around equal wou ld reject. Because of day care costs, women are 
pay for equal work, we realized that the resolution anxious for part-time employment - and often 3 
was essentially lip-service, part-time workers are hired instead of one full-time 

The main arguments we were encountering made worker because it is cheaper for the bosses (no health 
us see that the men did not understand the & welfare, no pension, etc.!. 
discrimination women face which allows employers In the leaflet we stressed that we did not want to 
to easily pay them low wages or channel them into compete with men for the few jobs that now exist 
certain occupations. because the government is now deliberately creating 

Many seemed to assume that women had certain unemployment. But the answer was not to hire men 

Ramblings of a Working Granny 
Say! Did you know how malVellous it 

is 10 shut away the world in the bath? 
Amazing thoughts come 10 light when 
you get to think in' and soakin'! 

Speaking of the crud world -
some noises I like 
- our IWO grandchildren. 5 months old, 
gurgling and laughing (they go back to 
Mummy when they howl!) 

the pidgeons cooing in the morning 
oUlside our bedroom window 
-Grade One children singing a happy 
song 
- Beethoven turned up fuJi! 
some noiscs I don't 
- carhorll'iblasting 
- people al mectings who talk and say 
nothing 
- dogmatic slogans screamed in my ear 
on wet P<'aceparades 
and some I'm IIOt sure of 
- 24.000 pages of the new pamphlet 
"Abortion" price 25 cen ts thumping out 
on our bas<'men! press (that Wall a plug!) 

JuS{ exploded a mYlh held in our 
union about Ih<· ckrical sn(f being 
backward! S<·em., the ""hool board was 
rcne!(ing on a point already in our 

agreement and waS trying a splining 
tactic - "You'll get your point (it was 
already ours) hut we may take away 
time from some other steno and demote 
them." Our president and shop steward 
were being wishy·washy to say the lea" 
but our women held firm. As one stcno 
put it "If we back down. who's to say 
they won't demote us ne"t week 
anyway." It was beautiful! And we won 
ourpomt. 

The president alld vice and the 
steward all resigned because of this 
grievance and ~ few others and al our 
last general meeting we elected a much 
stronger eommincc. Shows what can u., 
done when we stick together and how 
e"eiting it is when workers first reali~e 
their real power. 

I have JUSt b~~n reading Evelyn Reed's 
pamphlet "Problems of Women's 
Liberalion - A M~r"ist Approach" -
Gel it ifyou""n. 

I dropped in on my nephew in Ihe 
hospital recently and a young fellow 
who wa.~ vis.,ing him asked me if I was 

By JEAN McLAREN 
wearing my daughter's coat. At my 
quizzical look he pointed to my 
Green·Pcace button. I politely told him 
"No, it is mine." 

(Impolitely, I thought: "Sorry I was 
in the peace movement before you were 
born when people spit on me for 
collecting 'Ban-TIle-Bomb' signat~rcs".) 
It is quite amusing when young people 

. are surprised to sec us older folks in 
peace parades - as if they invented them 
- bUI it ccrtainly grievcs me 10 sec so 
few older people and especially SO few 
trade unionists out working for peace. It 
i. shameful to SlOp marching just 
because we don't like what the fellow 
ne"t to us says or looks like. 

And finally -
"SlTaighl" is a Slate of mind, not a 

length of hair. type of dress or age. We 
are ourselves and no one e lsc and we arc 
all sisters. It works hoth ways! 

And happiness is doing my income lax 
and find ing I ~-ame out in the black -
the only time I don't mind not being 
"red". 
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first anymore than whites should have jobs before 
blacks or Indians. 

We must demand full employment with work to 
benefit people and not to create a profit for the 
bosses. 
History forgotten 

The major argument of men delegates was that 
women are not interested in unions. Besides outlining 
the socialiZation and isolated conditions which make 
this all too often true, we quoted some of our 
forgotten history. 

"In 1845 in the cotton mills of Pittsburg and 
Alleghany City, 5000 young women went on strike, 
broke down the factory gates and hauled out the 
scabs. Not until 1872, however, did any internafional 
union establishment admit women." (Labor's Untold 
Story - Bayer and Moras). 

We tried to argue that the way women are treated 
throughout their lives creates differences between 
men and women that cannot be eliminated without a 
change in women's situations and which cannot be 
ignored or passed over with the statement that 
women ought to go out and fight for those things. 

Often a union does not attract women because it 
doesn't actively fight for day care or an end to 
"men's jobs" and "women's jobs". Unions don't 
guarantee women they will fight for them if women 
are phased out once equal pay for equal work is 
instituted. And rNen when a woman does ar~e for 
these programs at a meeting she is generally ignored. 

More importantly, weargued that it is in both men's 
and women's interests to actively organize women. 

The next day we sold The Pedestal, hoping it 
would give the delegates a more total picture of 
women and also providing more of an opportunity to 
talk to the men. 
Reform Caucus 

At the Reform Caucus, a small group within the 
ClC which proposed a more progressive program for 
the trade union movement, almost everyone bought 
one or two issues. 

The Caucus advocated a special women's 
committee but the convention defeated the 
resolution with the rationale that the problems of all 
workers are inseparable. It was not clear exactly the 
purpose of a special committee and even if the 
proposal had passed, the danger that it would be lost 
in the bureaucracy was great. 

By the third day we had produced a three·page 
article covering more of the total situation of women 
in the work force which we hoped would break -
through some of the "glib" acceptance we had heard 
before. 

We criticized labor for the little it has done to 
implement its avowed purpose. Only 16.4% of 
women in the work force were organized in 1966. 

I don't know if we influenced anyone - though 
some strong emotions were aroused in debate outside 
the convention room - but we learned more about 
the tough struggle ahead for all of us on the job. 

Working Women's WorkShop 
The working women's workshop meets every 

second Tuesday night to hear reports from 
members of the problems in their union and/or 
their workplace, and to discuss the problems 
that affect all of us. 

On June 9, we will discuss the current crisis 
in the hospital system. (See page 5 of this 
issue) . 

On June 23, we hope to have a discussion of 
the situation of women as teachers, and the 
common problems of teachers and other 
women workers, particularly those who work in 
public service industries. 

On July 7, legal secretaries will lead a 
discussion of the issues facing them and 
possible strategies for organization. 

As well, we are planning to start a series of 
noon·hour discussions aimed mostly at office 
workers in the down town area. 

If you would like to participate in any of 
these activities, or see other areas where 
working women should be organizing, please 
contact the women's caucus office at B79-9722 
or Jean Rands 1298-8430), Jean McLaren 
(327·2524) or Brenda Huxley 1684·9087). 



tRIElttHG5 SON OF EARTH MOTHER 
Dr. Spock is at it again. He has just 

discovered another instinct peculiar to the 
female. It seems we are all endowed with an 
instinctive drive, aside from the nesting one, 
to cut the apron strings and guarantee our 
offsprings' independence - like, maybe day 
care centres are more than just a practical 
matter, they're an instinctive need. 

F R E E! Woman's Bureau publications, 
mostly pertaining to working women, are 
FREE from Ottawa (all cost money at local 
Queen's Printer). List of current publications 
is just being revised but will be available soon 
from Women's Bureau, Canada Dept. of 
Labor, Ottawa 4. 

Also - don't forget all the other liberation 
papers and booklets (some free, some not) 
available at our own office, and the women's 
lib buttons (50 cents) and PEDESTAL SUBS. 

WE CA R EABOUTTHESHAPEYOU'RE I NWE 
CA R EA BOUTTHESHAPEYOU'REINWECA 

DON'T buy Freda Bradley's "How to be 
Sensual and Drive Him Wild," Her idea is that 
men cherish and protect possessions 
somewhat more than they value people. 
Therefore a woman's best bet is to be a 
valuable possession. If you must read it, beg, 
borrow, or steal it. We NEED your money. 

The calls of approval to CKVN's open line 
show last week were great but we need 
ACT I VE support. Men are sitting in 
judgement of you and rapping on the phone 
won't stop this. Write Trudeau. Write your 
M.P. Come down to the office. Join the 
abortion campaign. 

The local Family Planning Clinic passed a 
resolution in May to include legal abortion as 
a one hundred percent effective method of 
birth control. 

Canada Council's latest addition, Mrs. 
Betsey Lane, feels women's rights groups are 
often just looking for causes, according to an 
interview in the local press. "If a woman 
really wants to work she will not be 
discriminated against." 
Dear Betsy: Woman is not innately man's 
intellectual inferior, yet she is routinely 

'employed in the dullest and poorest paid jobs. 
Why? She is TAUGHT not to want to work. 
In a society in which one who le segment of its 
populace is raised as a reserve labor force 
shuttled back and forth from home to office 
at the convenience of business one does not 
have to 'look for causes'. 

ABORTION AGAIN. While every 
conservative force right from the federal 
government level down to the local 
establishment press claims the cavalcade set 
our cause back hundreds of years, abortion 
has become a household word. It is nothing to 
fear. It is nothing to be ashamed of. It isour 
RIGHT. (putting down the tactics of the 
cavalcade is no basis for an argument against 
getting involved. Meetings' are frequent, open, 
and NON·BUREAUCRATlC.) 

While the Canada Careers Directory for 
university graduates '970 openly 
discriminates (2,024 jobs out of 3,268 FOR 
MEN ONLY), women's lib groups in the U.S. 
have charged 43 colleges and universities with 
discriminatory employment practices. It's 
illegal there and can lead to cancellation of all 
government contracts. 

Also in the U.S. Nixon's task force on 
women's rights has warned him of the radical 
liberation movement preaching revolution and 
has recommended immediate positive action 
as the only deterrent. (Was the appointment 
of the first women Generals ever in the U.S. 
armed forces the first attempt to buy off 
women's liberation? Wow!) 

The Canada Press Club is now bi-sexual. 

As women we have all been discriminated 
against in one way or another, whether it be 
suddenly losing your credit rating the day you 
get married (the Bay will not change the last 
name on your charge card without a detailed 
record of your husband's financial situation) 
or being refused a bank loan because you are 
a widow with children (it seems the public is 
more sympathetic to widows with children 
than it is to bank managers trying to repossess 
your belongings). So let us know what's 
happened or is happening with you. WE 
NEED COPY. 

Swashing 
Into 

Summer 

AUXILARY PROPOSED 

One major Canadian 
department store · sees a 
swashbuckling air to fashion this 
spring. A black velvet vest and 
trousers with white lace shirt 
and great ballooning sleeves was 
a featured outfit in a recent 
fashion show in Toronto. 

The emphasis was on blatant 
sexiness. with one cleavage well 
south of the navel. This deep 
plunge was on a black jumpsuit 
criss·crossed with laces. 

A suede safari suit was worn 
over nothing but a hunting 
whistle, thus showing off the 
model's luscious tan. 

Women writers have thrown 
caution to the wind and initiated 
a radical step forward toward 
the integration of the sexes. 

The Canadian Women's Press 
Club will propose to their 
membership in June that the 
club open its doors to men. 

Although one may admire 
their courage, surely a more 
moderate proposal such as 
suggested by their Saskatoon 
branch might allow more careful 
consideration of the effect a 
masculine presence would have 
on journalistic standards. 

Saskatoon women suggested 
the formation of men's 
auxiliaries to local branches with 
membership listed to husbands 

Mr. Tom Kindle, vivacious complete this look, tie one 
co·ordinator of events for leather thong around the 
the store, explained that after forehead, another around the 
the color explosion and the left knee, and a red silk scarf, 
peacock revolution, men's tight and high on the right arm. 
clothing was now "peacefully For simple relaxation the 40's 
moving into imaginative tradit ion of an open sports shirt 
fashion" collar worn on the outside of the 

and/or consorts of qualified 
women journalists. 

The men's greatest 
contribudon might well be in 
the social field - they would 
add to the general jollity during 
lighter moments at meetings, for 
example. 

"We grant that they might be 
bored by sessions devoted to 
business or constitutional 
amendments, and since they 
would not, of course, have a 
vote, we suggest an alternate 
men's program." 

The men could be entertained 
by an illustrated talk by Abdul 
Hashish, the Cantering Cook and 
foremost authority on backyard 
barbecuing for husbands; a 
demonstration of slight of hand 
and card cheating by Jacksar 
Wild and an automobile show 
featuring the latest blonde 
models in Wildcats. Mustangs, 
Mavericks, Firebirds and 
Thunderbirds. 

Men would be handy to call 
upon for help with the annual 
book sale in May. 

Minor mosaic glitt .... s On a scarlet shin of nativ~ hand-~mbroidcry. bright wilh 
~"Olors r~pcated in Ih~ silk scarf, coonlerpointed in black·,md·whil<· snake print 
canon trouscrs. G~tting il all togelher: splcnd<'d black snake belt with kat her 
applique buckle in silver and grce". 

Men proud of their manly 
chest can drape it in beads and 
shelter it slightly under a suede 
vest that's mostly fringe, and 
add Navajo·print pants. To 

jacket should be a big hit with 
the woman in his life. 

[llmlt'sl, il\ "II /ru,', "Xt"'I,1 
for till' IWIlt".' •. ..,',." liH' April III 
Vum'oUl ','r fxprf'.,.,.l 

Perhaps the most irrefutable 
argument presented for the 
acceptance of this proposal was 
that if God had wanted men to 
be journalists He would have 
made the~ better spellers. (photo & tex t from Vogud 
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. _ .about this page 

The hospital system in 
Canada plays a major role in 
the oppression of women. 

HOSPITALS FOR WHOM? 
Hospital regulations force 

wamen into begging and 
pleading in order to obtain 
legal abortions. Hospitals use 
women as cheap labor. pay 
nurses aides (female) less than 
01'derlies (malel for 
essentially the same' work, 
and provide the theatre for 
the notoriously mystified 
doctor.nurse, maJe-female 
roles. 

The provincial Health Department has declared that they (under 2. leaving vacant the positions of people who have quite working at 
the name of B.C. Hospital Insurance Service) will only be able to pay the hospital. 
70% of hospital costs because of the recent increase in wages of This will mean the work of the hospital employees will double. 
hospital employees. 3. keeping older patients who are waiting to go to nursing homes in 

An example of the stilHow wages of hospital workers is: Nurses' acute care beds. 
aides earn $399.00 per month, kitchen maids $383.00 per month, Some of these geriatric patients occupy acute care beds for several 
orderlies $591.25 per month. • months because the provincial health department will not put 

The Hospital Boards have met this 30% cut back by: money into developing extended care hospitals for them. 
As We continue, through 

the Abortion Information 
Service, to demand 
therapeutic abortions, we will 
confront the hospital 
administrations again and 
again, individually and 
coUectively. 

1. laying off 350 to 400 hospital workers in B.C. . The hospital boards save money by this situation because .they 
Most hospital workers are not covered by uemployment insurance receive the same amount of money from the government for any 

because the B.C. Hospital Insurance Service (the government) refuses patient in an acute care bed - yet these patients require only 
to pay the employer's share of the contribution. minimum medical treatment. 

People with 10 or 11 years service are laid-off, and because of the 4. getting volunteer labor to displace paid workers. 
lack of jobs in B.C., and no unemployment insurance coverage these In some hospitals the women's auxiliary groups work at the 
people will become part of Gaglardi's "hard core unemployed". information desks, transport patients, etc. These used to be paid 

positions. 

leAH" :-Al(i -40. \) ..,..)(,I(I'..} p ..... , r'-I , 

I{E. .... ,E!= Fr(~ ' 1 THAT ..... T, ,,'<"y "' N}'1~rI" 
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Rex Morgan stands for the medical profession's abuse of power 
and expert knowledge. Rex is in it for the money, yes, but he's also 
interested in his establishment prestige, his dried-up morals and his 
fatherly Authority. His front is that of the martyr or good 
Samaritan. And after all, who else knows how to do an 
appendectomy or a safe abortion? 

Rex Morgan is sick! And so is the type of medical schooling that 
turns ordinary folks into a professional elite. As we get ourselves 
together in the coming year or so, para-medical groups will emerge. 
Doctors and nurses who are not "sick" will teach medical skills 
starting with first aid and continuing to simple operations and 
diagnosis. Remember Norman Bethune - the Canadian doctor who 
went on the Long March in China and taught fundamental medical 
skills to villagers so they could care for their own people. 

-C. STONEY 

CA.l>T!O"'; 7rtE ...... o ... L.£~E. roF Ptt\()\L.~A.r-.JJ 
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The Women's Auxiliary at the Vancouver General Hospital were 
granted $25,000 by the Hospital Board to expand their shop and 
activities. 
5. increasing the price of food in the employees' cafeteria. 

They do this to gain back part of the workers' wage increase. 
6. contracting out some of the work such as maintenance work. 

If the Health Department used its whole budget there would be 
enough money to increase hospital employees' wages, increase the 
number of jobs, and increase services to patients, and also to develop 
more hospitals and clinics. 

Over the last 10 years over $100 million of revenue from 2% of 
the 5% Provincial Sales Tax which should have been used to hospital 
care has been diverted into other government departments. 
"B.C. has the lowest government expenditure on hospital care of any 
province in Canada. 
"Most hospitals in B.C. are already operating with Ii!lrge deficits. 
'"B.C. has the lowest ratio of nursing staff to patients of any 
province in Canada. 
"Waiting lists for surgery and hospitalization are growing because of 
shortage of hospital beds. 

The hospital employees have started a Work-to-Rule campaign to 
protest the layoffs. 

They are boycotting the higher priced food in the cafeterias. 
The Hospital Employees Union, Local 180, is having information 

pickets at various hospitals in B.C. to let the public know what a 
critical situation the patients and the hospital employees are in. 

I 

This issue of the Pedestal Is 
only an introduction to "the 
story: 

The article by a hospital 
worker on the current 
struggle against lay-otfs in Be 
will be relevant to more and 
more women as the so-called 
"war on inflation" hits all the 
public service industries flrst 
and hardest (education, health 
& welfare, etc.) where women 
workers are concerytrated. 

The case history of one 
woman who did get a 
therapeutic abortion is 
another example of the 
discrimination and claS!i bias 
that permeates the system. 

And, of course, all of us read 
the Sunday papers_ . _ 

Case 
One of the more irrational arguments 

given against abortion is that giving a 
woman an abortion only allows her to 
become pregnant again - it doesn't solve 
the problem. Therefore, more severe 
measures are recommended such as 
sterilization. Such arguments, however, 
seem -to apply only to poor women who 
can't afford either a safe illegal abortion 
or the maintenance of a child - women 
who are on welfare, who are a "social 
problem and a financial burden to the 
state." 

There is, for example, the case of a 
young Vancouver woman on welfare 
with two children born out of wedlock. 
Because she is slightly epileptic, she is 
unable to take oral contraceptives. She 
had an IUD fitted at the Vancouver 

General Hospital clinic. When she lost 
the coil she returned to the clinic. 
However, they did . not take the 
precaution of waiting until immediately 
after menstruation, and consequently, 
the IUD was inserted after she was 
pregnant. After much red-tape, Caroline 
received a therapeutic abortion. (It was 
necessary for the Vancouver General 
Hospital to save face after their blunder). 
But the abortion was performed only 
after Caroline signed a contract that she 
would submit to a "temporary" 
sterilization (i.e., tying of the fallopian 
tubes). This is a major and painful 
operation which requires a lengthy 
recuperation. Successful reversal is 
limited, and according to reports, this 
operation is more painful and requiffs an 
even longer period of recuperation. 
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These Women 

The only thing we ever did right was the day 
we decided to go on and fight 

Arrest of Dora Marsden outside the Victoira University of Manchester, 
October 4th, 1909. 

Democratic 

The only thing we ever did right was the day we decided to go on and fight with our 
sisters across Canada who are beginning to put their lives together as whole women. This 
meant that while we travelled across Canada building publicity, we stopped off in each 
maior city with a women's liberation group and had a car cavalcade, loudspeaker 
spreading word of our demands and of the open meeting to be held that night in the city. 
In some cities we also did guerrilla theatre and leafleting. At the open meetings we tried 
very carefully to show why the caravan came out of an understanding of women's 
liberation in all forms - from the right to have free abortion on demand, to control of 
our bodies, the first essential step to control our own lives and therefore tearing down 
capitalism and building a movement and a society in which women and men participate in 
the decisions which control their own lives, which means not only can we speak on those 
matters such as birth control but can make the laws which govern the use of such. 

We tried to meet after the meeting like in Winnipeg, with the Women's Liberation 
group and discuss how we could have made more of a learning experience of the open 
meeting. This means dealing with the question of new women, men, the press, how to 
exchange ideas. . .... , 

We began the caravan by practising in all actions hflving at least two sisters han'dling the 
press, speaking, writing, so that we learned how to work collectively. This meant one 
woman with experience sharing her experience with one or more inexperienced women 
who then shares the ideas. This sharing and learning from each other was very difficult for 
the first few days but when actually practiced was the most exciting learning process for 
each of us. Women in the caravan, and the women's groups in each city, saw in practise 
the strength of each action and were really excited by the new practice. 

We were usually physically exhausted by the end of the day but always got together 
with the caravan women to try to talk about the past day's action, sometimes. half an 
hour leafleting in a small town if there was time, talking with individual men and women; 
talking over the reaction to the open meeting, discussing the women's liberation group in 
the particular city, talking over who wanted to volunteer, and who hadn't had the chance 
yet to acquire the skill of speaking or dealing with the press,usually two to three women 
for each. Usually we never had enough time or energy left by 12pm to do enough 
constructive criticism of the past day, so we would suggest ideas such as better ways of 
handling doctors in an open meeting, how the guerrilla theatre could have been more 
effective in a more open square, what should be said over the loudspeaker, how a woman 
hadn't been answered at a meeting, where the members of the caravan were not 
respecting each other, that could be discussed in the cars each day as we drove between 
cities. 

In each city we tried to discu~s what action would be taken on May 9th, 10th & 11th. 
For example, in Winnipeg ideas came forth about leafleting the Saturday night movie 
line-ups, and on Monday having guerrilla theatre, which they did do inside the legislative 
buildings. 

The importance of the caravan for building up a strong together movement of women 
came because we not only picked up representatives of each group across Canada, but 
also that women stayed in their .towns and cities and did support actions that not only hit 
the government and medical profession at the provincial level but which could explain 
and talk to women about what was happening and why in Ottawa. 

I WilEN TIn: i\IOVEi\IE.NTS INSPIRATION I 
TIIROU(;II TilE IVO I'IEN'S BLOOD SIIA 1.1. RUN 

TIlElli': SIIALL BE NO I'OWF.R GREATER 
ANYIVIWllE BENEATII 'I'm: SUN 



Understand 
Procedure 

We stand for active ideological struggle because it is the weapon for ensuring unity 
within the Party and the revolutionary organizations in the interest of our fight. Every 
Communist and revolutionary should take up this weapon. 

But liberalism rejects ideological struggle and stands for unprincipled peace, thus giving 
rise to a decadent, philistine attitude and bringing about political degeneration in certain 
units and individuals in the Party and the revolutionary organizations. 

Liberalism manifests itself in various ways. 
To let things slide for the sake of peace and friendship when a person has clearly gone 

wrong, and refrain from principled argument because he is an old acquaintance, a fellow 
townsman, a schoolmate, a close friend, a loved one, an old colleague or old subordinate. 
Or to touch on the matter lightly instead of going into it thoroughly, so as to keep on 
good terms. The result is that both the organization and the individual are harmed. This is 
one type of liberalism. 

To indulge in irresponsible criticism in private instead of actively putting forward one's 
suggestions to the organization. To say nothing to people to their faces but to gossip 
behind their backs, or to say nothing at a meeting but to gossip afterwards. To show no 
regard at all for the principles of collective life but to follow one's own inclination. This is 
a second type. 

To let things drift if they do not affect one personally; to say as little as possible while 
knowing perfectly well what is wrong, to be worldly wise and play safe and seek only to 
avoid blame. This is a third type. 

Not to obey orders but to give pride of place to one's own opinions. To demand special 
consideration from the organization but to reject its discipline. This is a fourth type. 

To indulge In personal attacks, pick quarrels, vent personal spite or seek revenge 
instead of entering into an argument and struggling against incorrect views for the sake of 
unity or progress or getting the work done properly. This is a fifth type. 

To hear incorrect views without rebutting them and even to hear counter·revolutionary 
remarks without reporting them, but instead to take them calmly as if nothing had 
happened. This is a sixth type. 

To be among the masses and fail to conduct propaganda and agitation or speak at 
meetings or conduct investigations and inquiries among them, and instead to be 
indifferent to them and show no concern for their well·being, forgetting that one is a 
Communist and behaving as if one were an ordinary non·Communist. This is a seventh 
type. 

To see someone harming the interests of the masses and yet not feel indignant, or 
dissuade him or stop him or reason with him, but to allow him to continue. This is an 
eighth type, 

To work half·heartedly without a definite plan or direction; to work perfunctorily and 
muddle along - "So long as one remains a monk, one goes on tolling the bell." This is a 
ninth type. 

To regard oneself as having rendered great service to the revolution. to pride oneself on 
being a veteran, to disdain minor assignments while being quite unequal to major tasks, to 
be slipshod in work and slack in study. This is a tenth type. 

To be aware of one's own mistakes and yet make no attempt to correct them. taking a 
liberal attitude towards oneself. This is an eleventh type .. 

from Combat Liberalism by Mao TseTung 

Here comes the sun 
Sun, sun, sun 

Here it comes 

the 
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As we come marching, marching 
In the beauty of the day .. 

WOMEN'S SOCIAL AND PDLlTICAL UNION, 
4. CLEMENTS INN. 

YOTES FOR WOMEN 
MEN & WOMEN 

HELP THE SUFFRAGETTES 
TO RUSH 

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS 
ON 

TUESDAY Evening, 13th October, 
At 7.30. 
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Social work is supposed to be a helping profession 
and in some situations material aid and emotional 

·support are offered in a way which does help an 
individual in a positive and lasting manner. However 
much human misery is ignored or even caused by 
these professionals, and they are not about to 
challenge the existing social order. One reason 
are not revolutionaries is because they are afraid 
losing their jobs. 

The hierarchy 
Within the social work profession, a 

hierarchy exists as follows: The most 
professional people work for specialized 
and treatment agencies (such as UBC's 
Centre). At the other end of the scale are the 
in public welfare or Riverview Hospital. 
workers at USC may have case loads of under ten 
people and a full range of service personnel to help in 
rehabilitation. A social worker at Riverview would be 
lucky to have thirty cases, and there might be no 
service personnel available for long periods of time. 
The USC patients are students, or people referred by 
their psychiatrist. Think of luxurious carpets, $7 
ashtrays, and pleasant private rooms at UBC; then 
think of long drafty corridors, crowded dormitories, 
locked doors and shock treatment at Riverview. This 
comparison gives you an idea of the different settings 
a social worker may find ~erself working in. 

The double bind 
In Vancouver's welfare department, the social 

worker is expected to function as an extension of the 
machine. The worker is not to question policy, to 
alter services, but rather to process forms in a 
predetermined, ritualistic manner. This work could as 
well be done by a computer. But the social worker 
has another role. He or she is the contact man 
between the system and the victim. The worker sees 
the welfare mother and knows she cannot possibly 
care for each of her children on $33 a month. He 
knows she is suffering from malnutrition and fatigue. 
She is depressed and cannot even go to a show since 
she can't afford a baby·sitter.lhe worker knows 
these things but he is trapped. He needs his own job. 
He has more cases and paperwork than he can handle. 
He might not even want to waste time talking with 
this woman. But, let's say he is a feeling person, 
honestly wishing to help. There is no day care centre 
to care for the woman's children. There is no extra 
money Coming down from the good-life government 
of Gagliardi. If the woman goes to a doctor he may 
put her on speed to cure her depression and she 
would end up in Riverview all the sooner. 

lNhat the woman needs is money, If the worker 
gives yer money, extra money for food, clothes, 
recreation or relaxation, then the supervisor will 
crack down on the worker and the worker may be 
forced to resign. The bureaucracy is such at the city 
welfare, that it costs about $17 to process a $3 food 
voucher. A friend of mine gave a food voucher to a 
destitute woman who had not eaten for several days. 
This woman, ashamed to ask · for welfare, was 
starving. lNhen the supervisor found out he told my 
friend she was misusing funds and she was not to 
hand out any more food vouchers. She quit her job at 
that point and the welfare administrator phoned to 

Caravan from page 1 

This is the context in which we must examine the 
problems which we in the Caravan faced as a group -
problems which centred mainly around 
decision-making within the g-oup, and political 
differences over how to build a mass movement. In 
many ways, it was inevitable that these political 
differences come up in the caravan, as they are 
questions facing a number of women's liberation 
groups across the country, including Vancouver 
Wonien's Caucus. Also, it is not surprising that we did 
not settle our differences within the two·week period 
of the caravan. We can, however., critically examine 
these questions now and hopefully learn in the 
process. For Vancouver Women's Caucus, this 
discussion is a preamble to the upcoming conference 
on organization and strategy in Vancouver. 

In any political group, there will inevitably be 
some form of leadership, and some method by which 

decisions are made. Within the caravan, we attempted 
to create a collective leadership, that is, to draw 
everyone into the decision-making process and to get 
direction for our actions from the group as a whole. 
Our attempts, however, did fail to some extent. Some 

women 
at 

work 

By MARSHA ENOMOTO 

other agencies complaining that this social worker 
was irresponsible. It is irresponsible to think of 
people rather than bureaucracy. 

Many trained social workers refuse to work for 
government agencies since they feel they cannot work 
in a professional way in an agency where the 
client·victims are denied the basic right of 
self-determination and where the social worker is not 
allowed the time to develop a relationship with his 
client, or the resources to help in a truly positive way. 
Other social workers refuse to do welfare work 
because they feel it is not worthy of themselves. They 
can get better pay, higher status, more personally 
rewarding work with middle-<:Iass agencies such as 
Family Service Association, YMCA and YWCA. The 
Family Service Agency counsels poor people, but not 
welfare people. The Y's serve people who can pay to 
join. 

Workers' compensations 
So what happens to social workers who do work at 

low prestige jobs in welfare agencies? They appear to 
cope with their situation in a way that causes them to 
discriminate against welfare victims. A new social 
worker soon learns to joke and make fun of people's 
dilemmas if he wishes to be accepted by his fellow 
workers. The common form of office humor is 
centred around gossip about the clients. Some social 

people expressed frustration when decisions which 
were thought to have been made were not carried 
out, or when actions were taken without the group's 
consent. The To Vote or Not to Vote' debate often 
came up, but throughout almost the entire period, we 
took no votes, and worked strictly on a consensus 
basis. In other words, we ta1ked issues through until 
people seemed to agree. This method of 
decision-making has a dynamic of its own: often 
there would be varying opinions the next day as to 
just what the 'consensus' had been; sometimes people 
would stop raising opposition simply because they 
were too tired to continue; the most articulate, 
forceful womell tended to do most of the talking and 
thus dominate the decision·making; and finally, 
silence was taken to be support for, or understanding 
of, the 'consensus'. All these factors add up to a 
thoroughly unhealthy decision ·making process - one 
which, in such a large group, is extremely 
undemocratic and unable to meet the task of 
providing a basis for discussion that is rounded and 
conclusive, so that everyone in the group knows what 
the decision is, why it is the best decision, and how it 
is to be carried out. Only through this kind of full 
discussion, can we arm and educate ourselves, and 
particularly new women, to explain and defend the 
policies of women's liberation. A simple vote at the 

welfare personnel are ex·army officer types, and they 
take a punitive attitude towards the welfare victims. 
This type of unethical posture and behavior is fairly 
prevalent in welfare agencies, and much less common 
in agencies serving middle·class clientele. In 
Vancouver, the City Social Service workers are often 
so caught up in the bureaucratic machinery that they 
spend their coffee periods discussing the new pink 
and blue forms. Other workers exhibit total 
disinterest in the clients, do not allow themselves to 
get personally involved, and rationalize that they are 
serving the people's needs. Some workers hate single 
men, but are humane to women with children. A 
father may be refused welfare if he needs to stay 
home and care for his children; a single mother will 
usually receive welfare, although the worker may pry 
into her private life to see if she is cohabiting with a 
man. If such is the case, the woman may be cut off 
welfare if the welfare department decides that the 
man should support the woman and her family. 

Women and social work 
As for women social workers, their position is 

similar to that of teachers or nurses. Women founded 
social work and manned all the early agencies and 
schools. Then as social work became professionalized 
and social workers' salaries rose, men moved in to fill 
the top positions as supervisors and administrators. 
Now, proportionately more and more men are 
entering the profession and they may soon 
predominate in numbers as well as power. As in other 
professions, male salaries are higher and men advance 
more quickly than women. 

In the report of the Social Welfare department 
1967/67, personnel officer Miss Margaret Jamieson 
writes: "out of 60 social worker reSignations this 
fiscal year, 21 of these (or 35%) were for domestic 
reasons (marriage, pregnancy, husband transferred, 
etc.). It may be interesting to note here that in 1958 
approximately 67 percent of the social work staff 
were women; at the end of March, 1968, 52% of the 
staff were women. If the trend continues, we may see 
in the future a marked decrease in the number of 
resignations." 

Many women enter social work because it is 
considered a good occupation for women; i.e. women 
are kind, understanding, like childr~n , l,Intil,. ,~~ 
19605 the social work schools taught ma,nly women, 
faculty members also included many women. 
However, most heads of social work schools, chief 
welfare administrators, etc. are men. 

A friend of mine, a graduate social worker, applied 
for a job at a local agency. During her interview the 
director repeatedly asked her if she were involved in 
politics, what she thought of campus unrest, what 
was her religious involvement. At the end of the 
interview he told her she was very well qualified for 
the job, but that he was looking for a man to fill the 
position. 

With all of these barricades to overcome, the 
social worker can barely function and, of course, it is 
the "client" who suffers. Much of the responsibility 
for improvement can only be taken by the social 
workers themselves. The path will be long and 
arduous. Start today. 

end would give every woman, whether or not she had 
contributed to the discussion, an equal voice in the 
final decision, and a chance to take a political stand. 

These organizational problems are important, and 
we should continually fight to establish democracy 
within our ranks, but they arc questions which tend 
to flow from political difierences, and within the 
caravan, differences over how to build a mass 
movement for women's liberation. 

To take this up we must go into the question of 
excluding women from the movement. This operates, 
seemingly, on two levels. The first consists of 
excluding women from the group, or from actions the 
group carries. An example of this occurred in 
Toronto during the caravan. There, a broad steering 
committee had been set up with a number of groups 
participating - the Women's Liberation Movement, 
the New Feminists, the NDP Women's Caucus and the 
Young Socialists. The latter three groups were, in 
effect, excluded from decision·making meetings by 
the Toronto Women's Liberation group with the 
acquiescence of some of the women on the caravan. 
The caravan as a whole was never consulted about 
that decision; it was never fully debated. Some 
women on the caravan did, in fact, oppose the 
exclusion - but it was not dealt with .and when 

conlinued on paglt 9 



Wednesday, April 15, was the day of the 
Moratorium against the war, the day we all had to 
pay income taxes to capitalist America. That night, 
Playboy Czar Hugh Hefner opened his infamous 
bunny mansion to well-heeled liberals who paid $50 a 
head to attend a benefit for the moratorium. 
Women's liberation chose that night to protest 
Hefner and his Playboy Empire - built on the 
concept that a woman is a mindless, bi!tboobed cunt, 
another accessory to a playboy's total wardrobe. We, 
and those people who decided not to cross our picket 
lines, saw the war in Vietnam and the Playboy 
Empire's exploitation and degradation of women as · 
part of the same system, tied inevitably together -
and therefore saw total contradiction in being against 
the war and going into the mansion. 

Several sisters had negotiated with the Moratorium 
pleading with them to change the location of their 
fund-raiser. 

The Moratorium told us that, yes, the reception 
would be held at "Hef's manse." They asked us to 
forget our cause for just one night and not ruin their 
party. 

We couldn't forget our "cause". We COUldn't forget 
that Hefner's money and bunnies and TV shows and 
airplanes and magazines and mansions are the profits 
of women's bodies and the psychology to which their 
bodies and the hideous line of Playboy accessories 
appeal. We couldn't miss the opportunity to rap 
to the invited guests about their dream world - a 
world in whic occasional rallies end messy wars and in 
which messy wars are segregated not only from 
American imperialism and Asian liberation but also 
from the liberation of all persons, including the 
liberal dreamers themselves. 

The guests are arriving. All of us feel together; we 
read our strength on the faces of the party people. 
Everyone is shouting "Don't go in!" 

One couple signs their check- but doesn't go in. 
Another fifteen couples want to play with the 
Beautiful People, know exactly why they shouldn't, 
and join us. A few apologize as they enter. Some talk 
through their teeth as they pass by, asking why of all 
365 days in the year we had to pick the one on which 
Hef was doing something good. But most of them 
don't want to hear about it and don't want leaflets. 

I look around, still between the gateposts, trying to 
figure out why these people are all so frantic and 
terrified. It's because the scene is so IMPOLITE! So 
UNLADYLIKEI So generally UNCIVIL! 

raised, those who supported it treated even the 
limited discussion as a diversion from the task of 
organizing for Ottawa. 

We should see this not as a diversion, but as a very 
important question which could well have 
undermined our numbers, and therefore, our 
effectiveness in Ottawa. Had these three groups as a 
result withdrawn from the abortion action, we would 
have mobilized considerably fewer women, drawn 
fewer into the struggle that was destined to radicalize 
every woman involved. 

Those w~o supported the exclusion put forth the 
argument that including groups with which the 
leadership of the WLM has 'po'litical disagreements' 
will somehow dilute or weaken our actions. These 
differences have to be demystified and spelled out 
more clearly. Why are we excluding anyone who is 
willing to fight for free abortions on demand? We've 
got a lot against us - a whole organized state, as a 
matter of fact, and a lot of people who believe in 
anything that state peddles. including the abortion 
laws as they now exist. We want to mobilize every 
woman, every group of women. who opposes the 
abortion law, who wants to see it repealed. Only in 
this way can we have the kind of impact that we 
need. And what an opportunity to have large 
numbers of women in direct contact with women's 
liberation - we can move out and bring them directly 
into the movement. 

We should ask ourselves who will enter this 
movement if only so·called Marxists are included? 

excerpted from a mu.ch longer article in the Yellow journal 
reprinted from The Seed 

It was so impolite that over half the paying guests 
didn't show up. So impolite that the people inside 
had to spend a whole ni!llt talking about what was 
going on outside. So impolite that Playboy PR men 
had to dispatch two bunnies with "We LOI/e Hugh 
Hefner" signs to stand around on the sidewalk and 
pretend that they were happy to be there. 

I caught the end of Sen. Charles Goodaell's speech, 
then a woman who was never identified got the 

Certainly not the majority of Canadian working 
women, and probably not even a small segment of 
them. How strong will our movement be if only 
revolutionaries are included? Perhaps only a small 
number from the universities. This is not the way to 
mobilize the wo!!,en of Canada for women's 
liberation. 

What this revolutionary 'purity' line reveals is a' 
feeling of non-confidence in the movement, and in 
our ability to lead it. ltVhat are leaders anyway? They 
will be women who, by the clarity and correctness of 
their positions, win the support of other women, are 
able to articulate the positions of women, to 
formulate them into the kind of actions all the 
women feel are right. 

Another attempt at this kind of 'external' 
exclusion came in Sudbury, where the Young 
Socialists had set up a meeting for the caravan. There 
were women on the caravan who wanted to boycott 
this meeting. And yet the YS had quite explicitly 
stated that they agreed to the demands of the 
caravan, had worked to build it in various parts of the 
country, and, in setting up the meeting, were only 
attempting to publicize the abortion campaign, reach 
wider layers of women. The meeting itself was one of 
the most successfu I ones held across Canada _ 
drawing over 100 people in a mining town, and being 
the first impetus for the creation of a women's 
liberation group there. All this would have been lost 
had the sectarian attitudes led to the proposed 
boycott. 
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microphone, The microphone, which had worked 
splendidly during Goodell's sneech, suddenly went 
dead and the tights went out momentarily. Finally, 
she was given a chance to speak, told about the busts, 
asked for bail money, and tried to explain, amid boos 
and cat-calls, why the women were outside. She also 
said two Playboy ~secretaries had been fired after 
refusing to type the attack on women's lib that 
appears in the current issue of Playboy, remarks 
which were later attributed to me by the press, 
(Playboy later denied the firings.) 

I was on my way out (the band had started playing 
and it was impossible to talk), when an older couple 
stopped me and gave me $20 for the people who had 
been busted. Not knowing what to do with the bail 
money, I started looking for a phone and ended up in 
the bedroom of two upcoming Playmates, the first 
Playmate twins, and asked to use their phone. 

Talking to them was a trip. I discovered that they 
......ere in sympathy with the women outside, that they 
realized that being a Playmate was degrading and 
harmful to them and other women, but that they 
needed the bread for an operation for their mother. 
Their views and mine were surprisingly close. I left 
them feeling sorrow for my exploited sisters, more 
anger at Playboy's effect on individual women as well 
as women as a whole, and with another $20 that they 
gave me for bail. 

I understand why the people inside the mansion 
were there that night, and why they crossed the 
picket line. To them, the war is the most important 
issue. The only issue. They can't see beyond it, can't 
see that the war is only a manifestation of the 
intentional evils of America, can't see that the war, 
women's liberation (and Playboy's role in preventing 
that liberation) and the other evils of this society are 
inevitably intertwined. 

They think the war is simply a 
case of temporary insanity. They are wrong. The total 
American society is insane - and a very important 
part of this total insanity is the role a woman is 
taught and forced into from birth, a role that limits 
her development as a human being and alienates her 
from herself and other people of both sexes. We 
demonstrated outside the mansion to point out the 
contradiction 'between being against the war and 
going into Hef's patf, to shake people up and make 
them think a little harder about our society, and the 
place of women in it. 

We should flOW rurn to the second type of' 
exclusion, the more prevalent type, which amounts to 
exclusion within the group - that is, the attempt to 
exclude women who weren't 'pure' in their politics 
from in fact playing any kind of leadership role, to 
exclude them from major decision·making, to isolate 
them from the group by a sort of witch-hunting in 
reverse. This is, unfortunately, a problem with the 
Caucus as well, but it was indeed zeen in all its 
ugliness in Ottawa, when an attempt was made - ' 
successfully - to prevent one of the Vancouver 
women from entering the House of Commons for the 
final action - this a woman who has consistently, and 
for a long period, worked to build Vancouver 
Women's Caucus and the caravan. This sort of action 
will only alienate women, and unless they are 
remarkably strong, drive them from a movement that 
is as much theirs as anyone's. 

We can't dupe women - we can't say they are part 
of the group and then turn around and exclude them 
whenever they think or say something which the 
present leadership doesn't endorse. These women ure 
the move,ment for women's liberation! If they are not 
following the present leadership now offered, then 
let's assess that leadership. We can't contain the 
movement, purify it, keep it under our hats. within 
our own halls. It's bigger than that, more powerful, 
more angry. Let's really join with these women, go 
out to all of them, prove, test our leadership in 
action, in motion. 

The revolutionary potential of women's liberation 
will be determined by the thrust of our movement -
by whether or not we can mobilize massive numbers 
of women to struggle for the rights which this society 
denies - those rights which, in their totality, this 
society, by its nature, must deny ... That's the task 
which we faced in the caravan and which we still face. 

A democratic, effective movement knows how to 
make its mistakes valuable as well as its victories - we 
have a chance now to draw on both types of 
experiences from the caravan. Only by seriously 
discussing where we succeeded and where we failed, 
can we learn those essential lessons, so we may then 
move forward with the effectiveness and strength we 

""". 
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WIFE 

Maybe it is too late 

Every nite I prove myself to be a woman 
by cooking supper 

And every morning I prove myself to be a woman 
by cleaning house 

And I make myself entirely indespensible 
by straightening beds 

(please, please 
don't ever (nag) 
forge t it!) 

In the af ternoon I join the Great Fight 
And slyly get all the best foods at the lowest prices 
Travel mites to hit The Sales 
My accumulated knowledge and wisdom of buying 
Is truly valuable 

(even if i have 
to tell you 
again (nag) 

and again!) 

As a woman 1 know the beauty and mystic 
That come from wearing the right clothes and make·up 
When I wear my red dress I am sexy and elusive 
In my pink one I am young and innocent 
Oh yes, I know that my face is beautiful only after t put something on it 
And my hair is on ly naturally mine after dying and ha irdressers 

(and although you may scream 
vanity and debts 

i wi ll persist 
fo r both our sakes) 

y" 
Maybe it is too late 

I do not understand 
what it is to be 

a person 

If you takeaway 
my husband and 
my ch ildren; 
my shopping and 
my clothes 

I fear 
silently, and deep within me 

that there wou ld be 
nothing 

I,n 

(pass the pills dear 
i can ' t seem to 
sleep tanile) 

N.B. 90%of all tranquillizers, barbituates & sleeping pills are so ld to women 

pocm.~ by Mcif)(iy Rudd 

I've decided to stop sacrificing my legs 
to my razor 
and my shaving cream 
and my body lotion 

I've decided to let them grow 
hair 

lif they want to) 

I've become a little religious 
about them 

declaring them intrinsically beautifu l 
leven without nylons) 

And just the other day 
I dec ided to use them for walking 

instead of advertisements for my cunt 
(Yessir Folks 

Just lOOk at those legs 
And The Best is yet to come 
Just fo llow those (Wow) Legs Up) 

I might even keep them warm in cold weather 
by wearing jeans 
or long coats 

And I've been actually thinking about exercise 
regu larly and strenuously 
to make them healthy and strong 

but that is a litt le wild 
(even for me) 

There's something that, deep down, Rock doesn't like and the 
something is woman. True enough most of the song lyrics in rock 'n 
roll deal with a relationship between the two sexes thar can vaguely 
be called love. rock is a notably male dominated enterp rize, and 
many of its men, in their attitudes and in their music, reflect an 
anti-femaleness that is downright nasty .. 

~ong lyrics arc a reveal ing place to start. You can make the case 
that, roughly speaking, rock's song writers fit women into their lyrics 
in two frequently overlapping sty les. In the first, the idealized 
approach, women become the projected panners in a mystica l, 
perfect relationship, something romantic in an impossible Eighteenth 
Century mood. . But the trouble with most idealized love lyrics, 
crafted by musicians less skillfu l than Dylan or Hardin, is that: 1) 
their sheer unreality places women in a position of passive objectivity 
they can't particularly care for and 2) thcy are, in any event, often a 
cover for the writer's own plastic emotions. 

The songs in the second style of lyric writing take a much more 
basic approach to women. They lay it on the line. What docs a 
woman need? A man 's loving. And what is a woman? A sexual 
object. . 

This girl ta.~ted love as tender as tbe gend; dawn . . 
And on tbat sweet and velvet' night 
A child had died, a woman had been born. 
The view of the bed as the instant source of maturity fo r women 

gives way in literally thousands of songs to a more bru talizing 
approach to the sex act. 

Both lyric styles - idealized romance and nitty gritty sex -
confine women to a sexual role. No rock writer, in fact, sees women 
in any other context , as mothers or as friends (of men or of other 
women) or as workers or simply as people. Women in rock arc 
objects per sc, non-human, gratifica tion sources that are in a real 
sense interchangeable with fast cars, faster drugs and musical highs. 

Curiously, none of the successful women inside the rock worl d 
bothers to speak ou t against this dreary state of song writ ing. Grace 
Slick, fo r instance, joins her fe llow members of the Jefferson 
Airplane, all ma le, in call ing fo r a revolu tion in the streets, but she is 
utterly sil ent on the subject of Women's Libe ration, which is surely 
an essent ial, to her , cause to bear arms. 

But then isn 't it all predictable? Isn't the entire roc k movement 
fie rce ly middle class? And it's there, among the middle class 
housewives, that women, so the fem inists tell us, are most in chains. 
it all fi ts together. 

1'::rr·(' rJlI.~ from all nrlit'if' in Ihf' Toronto GIIII", & Mail /'y ./twk /Jil /fl'li 



Women are inferior to men. They are stupid. They 
are over·emotional. They are not capable of any 
interest in ideas. They have no real opinions. They are 
meant for domestic labor and the rearing of children 
alone. They have to be led and told what to do by 
men. They have to dress themselves up to attract 
men. The most important thing for any woman is to 
get and keep a man. In turn she becomes his 
possession, an expression of his success as a male. She 
acquires her identity from him, and that is as it 
should be, because she is inferior. 

This view of woman is battered into our heads as 
children, through family relationships and the school 
system. It's reinforced, then and later, through 
television, movies, advertisements, popular fiction, 
and other forms of propaganda. We experience its 
crippling effects in our jobs, our marriages, our 
relationships with men and with other women, and in 
our own lack of confidence. This view of women 
serves the capitalist system well. It keeps half the 
population in a semi·servile state, convinced of its 
own inferiority, and willing to accept discriminatory 
treatment and exploitation - economic, 
psychological, sexual. People who are convinced that 
they are of little worth will not question their own 
enslavement. 

One of the many forms of propaganda used to 
maintain women's belief in their inferiority is the 
"women's magazine". These periodicals are read by 
mi llions upon millions of women; the combined 
monthly paid circulation of Chatelaine, Redbook, 
Ladies' Home Journal, McCall's and Woman's Day 
alone is close to 30 million, and these are only five 
out of dozens. All these magazines are controlled by 
men, and to a large extent are deSigned, edited, 
written and produced by men. Some women are 
willing to believe that they are friends, counsellors, 
helping hands - that there is a personal relationship 
between the reader and the magazine. The 
relationship is not friend/friend but female 
consumer/male producer. The magazines are 
commodities produced to make profits for their 
owners, through the profits of the manufacturers who 
advertize in their pages. The image of women 
presented in them is that which accords with the 
needs of the capitalist system. 

"Desirable Women" 
There is no room in these magazines for women 

who must work, women on low incomes, or women 
whose main interests lie outside th e home. The 
woman presented as the ideal is married; has at least 
one child and preferably several; does not work 
outside the home; and has a husband who, whatever 
he does, is well above the poverty line. All others are 
sytematic?!iy excluded, or presented as deviates and 
failures. As McCall's ad in April 70's Standard Rate & 
Data Service publication puts it, "More desirable 
women read McCall's ... more desirable because they 
have more money." More desirable because they 
alone can do what the magazines exist to make them 
do - buy, consume, and buy again. 

The magazines create the desire to buy through a 
program designed to convince the woman that in 
every possible way she is inadequate. She is ugly, 
smelly, the wrong shape or size, and should dye her 
hair. Her furniture, appliances and other possessions 
are out of date and shabby and unattractive. Her home 
is too small, or inefficiently planned, or 
old·fashioned. In order to be attractive, to have a 
satisfactory home, she herself and all her goods and 
chattels must be painted, covered, dyed, remodelled, 
altered, up-dated, enlarged, improved, etc. Whatever 
she has or is, is not good enough. In order to be good, 
she must buy. 

"Susan's Chili" 
The argument for women's inferiority and 

inadequacy is heavily buttressed by the 
pseudo·psycholgoical ·cultural ·human interest articles 
featured in these magazines. Women must adapt, 
must adjust themselves to male standards, must deny 
themselves in order to please their men. Woman's Day 
for May features an article about a young bride who 
is an excellent and creative cook, and is married to a 
man who will eat no fresh vegetables, only canned 

corn, canned peas, and canned spinach. Susan knows 
that fresh vegetables taste better, are more 
nutritional, and are generally cheaper. But, "with a 
wisdom far beyond her age, she realized that peace in 
the family depends on the wife. In her case, this 
meant indulging Joe, since she could not change his 
ways ... 'Ah well: says Susan. Her own favorite meal 
would be vichyssoise, chicken breasts in a 
wine-mushroom sauce, rice, peas and a piece of torte. 
However, she now quite often serves 'Susan's Chili', 
which is made of hamburger plus one can each of 
soup and beans. She has been a good girl, and 
Woman's Day heartily approves. She hasadjuslcd. 

Woman's Day also has an article called "Your 
Husband's Success - And You" based on interviews 
with Mrs. Dick Nixon, Mrs. Bing Crosby, Mrs. Yehudi 
Menuhin, etc. The message once again is that women 
must sacrifice themselves, have as few interests 
outside the home as possible, and that love is 
Service. Mrs. Morris Fishbein is cited as a glorious 
example of the ego·building which good wives do for 
their husbands: "After working long hours writing an 
invocation she was to give at a luncheon - and finally 
satisfied with the results - she discarded it when her 
husband presented her with one he'd written. 
Delivering his at the luncheon, she gave him all the 
credit and took as much pride in the compliments 
that followed as if they'd been for her work." She 
feels that, "No interest is more pleasurable than 
being part of a successful man's life." And what is the 
reward for such behavior? Here is Governor Reagan's 
"appreciation" of his wife: "How do you rate 
somelhing as much a parI of you as breath and 
heartbeat?" 

Housebound & Happy 
The fiction in these magazines also serves to 

uphold the concept of women as housebound 
creatures whose only real satisfaction and fulfilment 
comes in marriage, in the traditional domestic role of 
the good housekeeper and consumer. In a Chatelaine 
story called "Edge of Innocence:' a girl who is living 
in sin with a man in the big city returns to her small 
home town for the wedding of a girl cousin. liz's 
wedding follows the beautiful heart·warming pattern 
of white lace, reception among the June roses, family 
going broke to pay for it all, etc. Shelagh is strangely 
moved by all this; her own way of life seems tawdry 

A WORK 
OF ARTIFICE 

The bonzai tree 
in the attractive pot 
could have grown eighty fee, tall 
on the side of a mountain 
till split by lightning. 
But a gardener 
carefully pruned it, 
It is nine inches high. 
Every day as he 
whittles back the branches, 
the gardener croons, 
It is your nature 
to be small and cosy, 
domestic and weak, 
how lucky, little treeJ 

to have a pot to grow in, 
With living creatures 
one must begin very early 
to dwarf their growth: 
the bound feet, 
the crippled brain, 
the hair in curlers, 
tbe bands you 
love to toucb. 

and sordid in comparison, and she feels ' guilty and 
sinful. The point is driven home with a , 
sledge·hammer blow at the end of the story, when 
Shelagh finds that her young man has developed an 
interest in liz's pure .unspotted younger sister. 
Shelagh is obviously going to be dumped on the Used 
Goods counter while her Doug reverts to high 
standards and goes after a shipment fresh from the 
factory. Crime - deviation from the norm - doesn't 
pay. 

Chatelaine's other May story concerns a 
middle·aged married woman with several children in 
suburbia (good) who receives a visit from an old 
acquaintance, a divorced career woman who lives in 
New York (very bad). Eve, the divorcee, is a stupid, 
selfish, phony bitch - of course what else could she 
be, since her marriage "failed", she's not a real 
woman, she competes with men. As the visit 
continues, Florence gets more and more demoralized, 
thinking that her children prefer modern well-dressed 
Eve to herself, that her husband does too, that she 
herself is an unattractive, dull frump etc. She is 
eventualJy reduced to spying on her husband; she 
finds to her vast relief that he does love her and not 
Eve, and therefore she can stop feeling that she is an 
unattractive dull frump. The story ends so happily 
with the two of them climbing into one twin bed. 

No Questions Asked 
Articles, advertisements, fiction - all are designed 

and produced with the same purpose: to maintain the 
dogma that women are semi·human, and to train 
them in the willing acceptance of a role which 
demands utter submission to the dictates of their 
male superiors and of the capitalist system under 
which they live. The last thing these magazines want 
is for any woman to start asking questions; that's why 
they relegate book revie'NS to two column·inches, and 
get men like Dr. Spock whom women can "trust" to 
tell them how to raise their kids, and print pictures of 
their women editors so that readers will be conned 
into thinking they are truly women's magazines, and 
bave authority·figures like priests and psychiatrists 
and anthropologists justifying women's traditional 
role. It is not the role of woman to enquire or search 
or decide; it is her role to do what she is told, obey 
her man and buy as much as possible. Remember, 
love is service. 
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NDP WOMEN ORGANIZE 
This is a &wlemenl prepared by wOllien in Iile NDP 

10 be presenl!!d al tile ,'ro[)ineial NDP COllvention ill 
Chillill'ack 011 JU,1e 5, 6 &: 7. 

At this convention, delegates will notice severa! 
resolutions dealing with many of the problems faced 
by Canadian women. These issues, ranging from 
questions of birth control and abortion to 
discriminatory wage, hiring and educational practices 
to the problems of the raising and caring of children, 
were formulated by a group of NDP women and 
pas~,ed through several constituencies. 

Not surprisingly, perhaps, the resolutions 
committee has dealt with these issues by suggesting 
non.concurrence on some and composite resolutions 
on others - composites that maintain a pious rhetoric 
(e.g. "dedication to the principles of equality") while 
ignoring the real force and reasons behind the 
resolutions. 

Behind these resolutions lies an analysis of the 
social position of women that cannot be avoided by 
platitudinous composites or by ignoring the question 
altogether. Taken as a who.le, these resolutions in 
their original form bring to the forefront the very real 
fact that the problems of women in whatever form 
they may appear are part of a systematic 
discrimination against women as a sex that pervades 
every aspect of our lives and determines every role we 
are obliged to play. 

We bel ieve that each of these problems is integrally 
linked and that all of them are in the last analysis the 
product of the society in which we live and of the 
competition, exploitation, and disregard for human 

well·being that are the hallmarks of that system. 
We further believe that we cannot fight against or 

eliminate any of these problems unless we can clearly 
see what these problems are and how they affect us, 
and unless we as women are prepared to make 
concerted and collective efforts to solve them. 

As a movement, women's liberation was born on-
the recognition that in our society women as a sex 
suffer open discrimination such that were it applied 
wholesale to any race or religion would not be 
tolerated for an instant. It is a spontaneous 
expression of a grass roots attempt by women to 
protest their inferior social position. In general this 
movement has concentrated on raising issues that 
directly affect wo_men - issues that may superficially 
appear unconnected but which, in fact, are part and 
parcel of the situation in which women find 
themselves. 

Whether in the labor force, the home or the 
schools, we are socialized to believe that the fact of 
our sex is justification for inferior wages (or, as with 
the housewife, no wage at all), for an imposed 
restriction on the type of work we will do and for a 
narrow intellectual and social horizon that makes us 
dependent on others to survive. We are taught to 
compete with one another as enemies, to stifle our 
intelligence and cripple ourselves as social beings, and 
those among us who best learn this role are those who 
become most condemned as mindless and inferior, 
incapable of rational thought or action. Our natural 
capacities for bearing children are distorted, for some, 

Vancouvcr Women'~ Caucus is on the move. 

On July lst we will be officially installed in more 
spacious quarters at 511 Cauall 51. (at Pender). Our new 
offi~cs have many advantages. not the least of which is 
space (our Last workshop mecring resembled the inner 
rumblings of a sardine tin). For the first time, we will 
have a store front (bookstore?) and several small rooms 
for office, library, lounge and silk-screen facilities, as well 
as a meeting room which holds onc hundred people. 

furniture - chairs, tables. desks, comfortable scats for the 
lounge, lumhn for shelvcs, etc. and paint for a general 
dean-up. Furthermore, we will nn"d voluntcers to help 
move the office supplies, papers, furniture and assorted 
paraphentalia to the nCw location. We will need painters 
and ekann-uppers, carpenters, plumhcrs and "interior 

d"cI~r~~:'~a~~ ~~~ ~~:~i~"::e e~a~~i:!''::tn~/~~tei:~~~n~f 

For the new premises, we will be needing mOre 

you would like to help us pull up Our rootS, watch for 
announn'me"" of work parTies, and call up the office 
(879-9721). 

CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, JUNE 4 
5FU Meeting 
!>tAKAKOFF TRIAL 
ABORTiON WORKSHOP, 8pm, office 

SUNDAY. JUNE 1 
PED ESTAL MEETING, 11 :OOam, office 

MONDAY, JUNE 8 
OJ-ordinating commi. ~e mceting. 8pm, office 

TUESDAY,JU~'..:9 

WORKING WOMEN'S WORKSHOP, 8pm, 
CERC (434 W. Pender) - report & di scussion 
of hospital workers' convention & hospital 
crisis 

THURSDAY,JUNE 18 
ABORTION WORKSHOP. 8pm, office 

SATURDAY, JUNE 20 
STRATEGY CONFERENCE 

SUNDAY. JUNE 21 
STRATEGY CONFERENCE 

MONDAY. JUNE 22 
OJ·ord. committl'c meeting, 8rm, office 

TUESDAY, JUNE 23 
Working women's workshop. CERC (434 W. 
Pender) - discussipn of women as leal'ilers 

into long sentences of bearing children they do not _ 
want or cannot afford. Those of us who want to have 
children are forced to bear full responsibility for 
raising children in a society that does not care how 
children are raised. And throughout our lives'we are 
taught to view ourselves simply as objects, 
commodities with a limited use value, and to regard 
getting older as a form of disease. 

Whatever the individual issue that stems from this 
situation, wtlether job discrimiantion, inadequate 
child care facilities, or any other matter, the problems . 
women face cannot be divorced from the central 
problem of general social inferiority creating the 
glaring fact that women's problems in society are 
considered to be of little or no importance. 

Those of us who have formulated these resolutions 
and prepared this statement believe that the basic 
principle of women's liberation - that women must 
be allowed to control their own lives and destinies -
is an important aspect of a general socialist belief -
that all people everywhere must have the right to 
make and control the social decisions that affect 
them. As women and as socialists, we endorse 
women's liberation as integral to creating a socialist 
society. 

We believe that the women of the NDP must 
organize themselves into a social movement that can 
both motivate the party to embrace the cause of 
women and work directly in the community on issues 
affect ing women. Although we recognize that those 
most victimized by forced inferiority are working 
women and the wives of working men. The NDP 
women's liberation intends to work with these 
women in particular in projects to organize 
unorganized working women, to fight for free and 
extensive day care and to educate women to join 
together to change the system that affects all of us. 

The liberation of women must be the work of 
women themselves. Join us. 

ACROSS CANADA 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10 WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24 OTTAWA Heather Prittic, 35 Woodlawn, 237-5133 
C:ollcgo: of Physicians & Surgeons meets 
Abortion InfornUition Sctvice 7,30, office 

THURSDAY, JUNE 11 
GENERAL MEETING, 8pm, office 

SUNDAY, JUNE 14 
Pedestal meeting, 11 ,OOam. office 

MONDAY, JUNE 15 
Trudeau may be in town again! 
WEDNESDAY. JUNE 17 
ABORTION INFORMATION SRRYICI" 

THE PEDESTAL is now 
publishing MONTHLY! 
We're looking forward to 
articles, letters etc. from 
all across Canada. 

And subscriptions. 
We need your help! 

Abortion Information S.-rvice, 7: 30pm, office 

THURSDAY, JUNE 25 
WORK PARTY to movc. and fix up NEW]-[Q 

SUNDAY,JUNE 28 
I'edcstal meeting. I lam. offi~c 

MONDAY, JUNE 29 
Coord. Commince meeting. Bpm. officc 

WEDNESDAY. JULY 1 
ABORTION INFO SFRYlr:E 7·30 offi,'" 

TORONTO Peggy Morton, 52 Elgin St., 922-8121 
lA KEHEAD Lauric Wendt, 119 College St. 
WINNIPEG Sue Wood, 55 Queens(On, 489-2890 
REGINA Sally Mahood, 2218 Angus, 522-0207 
SASKATOON Marg Mahood, 327 Lake Cres, 374--4188 
EDMONTON Lynn CUITY, 11114--82nd Ave., 433-6625 

CALGARY Mary Jo Major, 720 Wist St NW, 277-8813 
VANCOUVER Womcn'sCuucus, 307 W. Broadway 

879·9722 (till we move!) 

I 
subscription(s) of THE PEDESTAL at $1.50 each 

please 

(name) 

(address) 

(bulk orders of 100 or more, 7. cents/copy) I (city) (prcwincel 
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